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Abstract
Some exact solutions to the classical matrix model equations that arise in the
context of M(embrane) theory are given, and their topological nature is identified.
Let Xi(t), i = 1, ..., d, be time-dependent elements of some (Lie-) algebra A,
satisfying (cp. [1, 2, 3, 4])
X¨i = −
d∑
j=1
[[Xi, Xj], Xj] (1)
d∑
i=1
[Xi, X˙i] = 0. (2)
The Ansatz
Xi(t) = x(t)rij(t)Mj (3)
(with (rij)ij=1...d = e
A(t) ∈ SO(d) a time dependent rotation, x(t) an overall pul-
sation, A(t) = ϕ(t)A, A2
→
M = −µ→M , x2(t)ϕ˙(t) = L = const.) reduces (1) to the
equation(s)
d∑
j=1
[[Mi,Mj ],Mj ] = λMi, (4)
while x(t) is then given as a solution of x¨+ λx3 − µL2
x2
= 0, i.e.
1
2
x˙2 +
λ
4
x4 +
µL2
2
1
x2
= E ; (5)
for L 6= 0 (when L = 0, (2) automatically holds), (2) may e.g. be satisfied by
choosing half (or more) of the components of
→
M = (N1, N2, ...N d
∼
, 0, ..., 0) to vanish,
and Aij to vanish whenever Mi and Mj don’t, such as in
Xi = x(t)(cosϕ(t)
→
N, sinϕ(t)
→
N, 0...0). (6)
Equation (4), which (for
→
M
2
= 1) may be considered as a discrete, or “quantized”,
analogue of minimally embedding a compact (2 dimensional) surface into a higher
dimensional unit sphere (cp. [2], eq. (30)), has a very rich spectrum of solutions-
some of which will now be given:
I) Let
→
N be a basis of a representation of some Lie-algebra G, satisfying
[Na, Nb] = ifabcNc, a, b, c = 1, ... d
∼
, fabcfcba′ = −λδaa′ (7)
2
I’) Note that the Ansatz
Xa(t) = X(t)⊗Na (8)
would reduce (1) to the (solvable) matrix model equations
X¨ +X3 = 0 (9)
with (2) being satisfied provided [X(0), X˙(0)] = 0.
II) Suppose U, V ∈ A satisfy
V U = ωUV (10)
with ω = e4piiΛ, Λ ∈ R;
→
M =
1√
2
(
U + U−1
2
,
U − U−1
2i
,
V + V −1
2
,
V − V −1
2i
, 0...0) (11)
will then satisfy (4) with
λ = 2sin2(2piΛ) (12)
–as for the above choice of
→
M one has
∑
j
[[·,Mj ],Mj] = 1
2
([[·, U ], U−1] + [[·, V ], V −1]), (13)
which is proportional to the “quantum torus Laplace operator”
∆Λ :=
−1
16pi2Λ2
([[·, U ], U−1] + [[·, V ], V −1]), (14)
∆Λ(U
m1V m2) = −sin
2(2piΛm1) + sin
2(2piΛm2)
4pi2Λ2
(Um1V m2), (15)
whose eigenvalues for the 4 different components of
→
M are identical. For rational Λ,
Λ = M
N
, U and V may be taken to be finite-dimensional matrices. The N →∞ limit of
the solutions to the corresponding matrix equations (1) then either leads to solutions
of the continuous membrane equations (cp. [1], [2]), (or choosing M = M(N) such
that M
N
→ Λ∞ 6= 0, see e.g. p. 53 of [5]) to solutions of the “star- product membrane
equations” [6].
3
In the former case, it is known that the analogue of (4) has solutions describing
minimal embeddings into S3 of 2-dimensional surfaces of arbitrary genus (cp. [2]).
The continuous limit of (11) and (7)SO(3), e.g.,
→
m =
1√
2
(cosϕ1, sinϕ1, cosϕ2, sinϕ2, 0...0), (16)
→
m = (sinθcosϕ, sinθsinϕ, cosθ, 0...0), (17)
(note that just as
→
m
2
= 1, (11) also implies
→
M
2
= 1, and in the case of (7) irreducible
representations could be normalized to have
→
M
2
= 1) satisfy
{{mi, mj}mj} = 2mi, (18)
where { , } denotes the Poisson brackets for functions on T 2, resp. S2.
III) Let
M1 =
1
4
(Skl + S−k−l + S−kl + Sk−l), M2 =
−i
4
(Skl − S−k−l − S−kl + Sk−l),
M3 =
−i
4
(Skl − S−k−l + S−kl − Sk−l), M4 = −1
4
(Skl + S−k−l − S−kl − Sk−l), (19)
Mi>4 = 0, where
S→
m
:= ω
1
2
m1m2Um1V m2 , (20)
→
m = (m1, m2) ∈ Z2, implying
S→
m
S→
n
= ω−
1
2
(m1m2−m2m1)S→
m+
→
n
, (21)
S→
n
S→
m
S
−
→
n
= ω(
→
m×
→
n )S→
m
.
Using
4∑
i=1
[[X,Mj ],Mj ] =
1
2
([[X,Skl], S−k−l] + [[X,S−kl], Sk−l]). (22)
and
[[S→
m
, S→
n
], S
−
→
n
] = 4sin2(2piΛ(
→
m× →n))S→
m
(23)
4
one finds that (18) satisfies (4), with
λ = 2sin2(2piΛ(2kl)) (24)
and
→
M
2
= S00 ≡ 1. (Note that, as long as Λ is left arbitrary, the kl degree of freedom
is somewhat redundant, and without loss of generality one could have restricted to
k = 1 = l, as was done in II). Also note that the continuous (Λ → 0) limit of (19)
gives minimal embedding into S3 of two-dimensional surface with self-intersections,
described by
→
m = (coskϕ1coslϕ2, sinkϕ1coslϕ2, coskϕ1sinlϕ2, sinkϕ1sinlϕ2, 0, ...0) (25)
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